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Across
1 Sprayed a mowed field (6)
4 Gardens with fruit trees or vegetables (8)
10 Here I am with my guns exercising! (9)
11 Licensed learner drivers take a long time when
reversing (5)
12 Pitch new interpretation of Cats (4)
13 In other words, public transport doesn't have
one delayed departure at the commencement
(10)
15 Camels, for instance, are part of Islam in
Arabia, when looking back (7)
16 Solar, for example, needs entropy to stop after
day's end (6)
19 Tear-jerkers in Spanish for instance (6)

2 Embassy getting behind a Democrat to get
right of access (9)
3 It's found in the sea with carbon deficiency, it's
said (4)
5 Jogs around mere, not quite to the end, in 500
seconds (7)
6 With no hope, priest in Hades gets directions sneaky (10)
7 Ceremony, we hear, is the done thing (5)
8 Greens from South Australia left bill with
leader of senate (6)
9 Load Kindle with book section and threads (6)
14 Political party meeting a Conservative at test
venue (10)
17 Treat ailment with iodine, drug, or ice? (9)

21 Invoice, with one subject to a lot of dollars (7)

18 Natural thinner needs source of energy before
mixing (8)

23 A prince with power is needing attention before
article on church's emergence (10)

20 Channel broadcasting Wimbledon, for instance
(7)

25 Elf does not require public relations in this
place (4)

21 Bill of exchange incorporating European
company with money to change (6)

27 Grand perhaps, in eighty-eight notes? (5)

22 Stokes getting plenty in test (6)

28 Admission of a go-between perhaps, stashing
millions is urgent (9)

24 Spell perturb out loud (5)

29 Boxing game very one-sided with Tom, Dick
and Harry (8)
30 A cult infiltrated by pastor to find a point of
view (6)
Down
1 Criminal maniac takes US soldier hostage to
become a necromancer (8)

26 Poems with hidden messages? Don't start! (4)

